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2? February 19?4

MEMORANDUM FDR: Deputy Inspector General

VIA: Deputy Director for Operations

SUBJECT: Movie or TV Series on CIA Based
on Books by Mr. David St. John

As discussed on 26 February 19?4 attached hereto
are copies of:

a. Memorandum for the Record dated 8 May 1912
by Mr. Martin J. Lukoskie, CCS: subject:
Possibility of Meeting of DCI and President
of LPCHRIS at MPAA Headquarters the Evening of
3 May 19?2.

b. Memorandum for ADD? of 13 May 1972, subject:
CIA “Commitment" for TV Series to Paramount
Pictures with a copy of a Contact Report of
1? May 1972 describing discussions between
Mr. Martin J. Lukoskie, CCS and Mr. Martin S.
Davis, senior vice president, Gulf and Western
Industries, Inc. on 10, 11 and 16 May 1972.

c. Contact Report of 2 June 1912 describing a
meeting with Mr. Helms on 19 May 19?2 and a
meeting with Mr. Davis on 23 May 1972.

sis/41 [Hf/f
ERICH W. ISENSTEAD

Chief, Cover & Commercial Staff
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' 3 Ma! 972
Mr. Lukoskie

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD ' .

SUBJECT: Possibility of Meeting of DCI and President
of LPCHRIS at MPAA Headquarters the Evenin
of 8 May 1972 . .

1. Mr. Martin Davis, Senior Vice President of
LPCHRIS,te1ephonically informed Mr. Lukoskie of CCE
on the morning of 8 May that there is to be a showing
of the movie ”Godfather" at the Motion Picture Associa-
tion of America (MPAA) headquarters in Washington on
the evening of 8 May 1972. Among those who are
expected to be present are Mr. Helms and a delegation
from the White House, including Mr. Erlichman, and
Mr. Charles Bluhdorn, President of LPCHRIS. '

2. Mr. Davis informed Mr. Lukoskie that there
was conversation between LPCHRIS and Mr. Kern of the
New York office of DCS about a month and one—half
ago concerning the possibility of a-TV series on the
CIA similar to that on the FBI. The suggestion for
the series was made by Mr. Bluhdorn through Mr. Davis.
Mr. Davis said that the final word from Mr. Kern who
checked with the Agency was that it was believed that
such a series was impractical and unwise.

3. Mr. Davis believed the screening would be
for a small intimate group and suggested'that possibly
Mr. Bluhdorn might mention either the cover arrange-
ment or the CIA series to Mr. Helms, and that it might
be wise to have Mr. Helms forewarned in the event he
was not already aware of the cover arrangement and
discussions concerning the CIA series.

4. The above information was given verbally to
Mr. Angus Thuermer, Assistant to the DCI, at 1400 hours
on 3 May, and he said he would have Mr. Helms informed.
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13 May 19?:

MEMORANDUM F03: ADP-P

SUBJECT: CIA " Commitment " for TV Series to '
Paramount Pictures

The attached Contact Report of Mr. Lukoskie, CG"). shows

that Mr. Martin Davis, Senior Vice President. Gulf and Western

Industria. luc.. continues to request clarification of the Agency's desires

in regard to a TV series on CIA. He is particularly anxious to obtain

confirmation of the Agency's prior " commitment " that Paramount .

Pictures would be given the first opportunity for such a series if CIA opts

for having one (10118. In short: Mr. Davis does not feel exercising his own

good judgement: in sufficient under the circumstancea. CCS requiréa._

therefore, additional guidance as to how to reply to Mr. Davin. Such

guidance is herewith requested.

ERICH W. ISENSTEAD
.Chief. Central Cover Staff

At: 17 May 72 Cordact Report

Adse {orig for return to C/CCS} w/att
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a? 17 Hay 1972

Gulf E Western Industries, Inc.
New York

Wartin S. Uavis Senior.Vice President 10, 11 E 1b

Hay IDTZ

Hartin J. Lukoshie, CCS/CCB

Discussion of CIA movie or TV series based on books by David St. John
and alleged commitment by Agency to give Paramount Pictures first
refusal on TV series.

Inform Hr. Davis whether commitment by Agency to Paramount
does exist.

‘ I
1. Hr. Martin S. Davis, senior vice president of Gulf 6 Western

Industries, of which Paramount Pictures is a subsidiary, telephonicaliyi
contacted Hr. Lukoskie of CCS/CCB on 10 Hay 1972 to express his concern;
over a development concerning certain books written by David St. John.
Mr. Davis related that several years ago, Harry Real of the flaw York

_DCS office brought to Hr.~Davis, then president of Paramount, a number
of books written by David St. John, reputed to be the nom de plume of
an Agency employee. The purpose of Hr. Real's visit was to determine
whether Paramount believed the books to be of interest for conversion
to motion pictures. Mr. Davis said that Paramount officials had
checked the books and decided they were not suitable for production as
motion pictures.

2. Approximately one year ago Mr. Davis, at the request of
Charles Bluhdorn, chairman of the board of Gulf & Western Industries,
talked with.flr. Kern of the DCS office in New York concerning the
possibility of Paramount doing a Tv series on CIA similar to that
presently on TV concerning the FBI. According to Hr. Davis, the
decisirn had been reached by the Agency that it would be unwise to
attempt such a series, but that if and when the Agency felt such a
series to be desirable it would first offer the opportunity to Hr.
Davis and Paramount Pictures. '

3. 1r. Davis was upset because fir. Bluhdorn, on the morning of
10 Hay 19?2, had put a number of David St. John's books on Hr. Davis'
desk with a note “maybe I should deal with Hr. Helms-myself." (UCI
Richard Helms), According to Mr. Havis, Jack Valenti, the president

o :- FlfiEN ‘9R0GRIN



of Motion Picture Association of America (HPAA], had given the
books to Hr. Bluhdorn after supposedly having received them from
Dr. Helms. Hr. Davis assumed that Mr. Dluhdorn had received them
From Hr. Valenti the previous evening when Hr. Bluhdbrn was present
in WPAA headquarters at a showing of the movie the "Godfather," to
which Hr. Helms and a number of White House advisers were also
invited. Relating this transmission of the St. John books to
C E W‘s interest in doing a CIA series, Hr. Bluhdorn questioned
the accuracy of Hr. Davis‘ information that the Agency did not want
a TV series. Hr. Bluhdorn is apparently interpreting this coinci-
dence to mean that Mr. Helms is new.interested in doing-the series.

4. Hr. Isenstead, Chief, CCS, related the above to Mr. Cord
MeyerI DDP. on 10 Hay and was informed that Hr. Davis and the
company should exercise their own judgments concerning David
St. John's books, and that there is no pressure from the Agency
on the matter.

5. Hr. Davis and Mr. Lukoskie met on 11 Hay to discuss develop-
ments on a cover placement with the company. At the meeting Hr.
Davis showed Hr. Lukoskie several books by David St. John, one of
which was a hard cover book and the others paperback copies selling
for 50¢ each. The cover described David.St. John as a ”former CIA
agent." Mr. Davis referred to the books as "a bunch of crap" and
said ”they can't possibly do CIA any good." He checked with another
6 h a vice presidentI Mr. Levenson, who said that Mr. valenti had
_informed Hr. Levenson a couple weeks ago that Hr. Helms, a personal
friend of David St. John, said he would like-to help St. John get
the books made into movies or a TV series. Mr. Davis stated flatly
that he has no interest in the books, but that he is unhappy because
he felt that he has a commitment from the Agency through Hr. Horns
which would give Mr. Davis and Paramount first opportunity to
produce a TV series if the Agency is willing. Hr. Davis fears that
someone in the Agency is talking to Mr. Valenti about the possibility
of a T? series and that the Agency is reneging on its commitment to
him. Hr. Davis wants to know whether he does or does not have a
commitment from CIA by way of dr. Kerns of the DES office to be
given the first opportunity to produce a TV series or movie concern-
inu CIA. ‘

a. Dr. Wartin S. Davis telephonically contacted Hr. Lukoshie
on 16 Hay to state that he had just called Hr. Jack Valenti regard-
ing the David St. John books given by Mr. Valenti to another CEHI
vice president last week. According to fir. Davis, Hr. Valenti
said that 1r. Helms talked to Mr. Valenti about six months ago and
again two or three weeks ago concerning the possibility of a movie
or TV series on CIA based on the David St. John hooks andfor other
material provided by the Agency. -I.
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?. Mr. Davis further stated that Mr. Valenti said that he
had interviewed David St. John recently at the request of Hr.
Helns. fir. Davis knew nothing else about “r. St. John except
that he is allegedly in the public relations business in sashingtou.

3. Hr. Davis continues to be anxious to know whether'he has
a commitment from the Agency concerning the TV series, although
he said that he honestly wonders whether such a series could be
done on the Agency without being too revealing of its modus operandi.
He said it would be difficult to tep.the present series filmed by
the Paramount, "Hission Impossible."

MJLukoskieiibl
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To advise Hr. Davis of Agency attitude regarding TV serieS.
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1. Hr. Erich Isenstead, Chief, CCS, and HT. Lukoskie, CCS/CCB,
met with Hr. Helms, DCI, on 19 Hay concerning the Contact Report
written by ‘Hr. Lukoskie, dated 17 Hay, regarding conversations with
Hr. Davis relating to books written by David St. John, and Hr. Davis‘
impression that he and his company have a commitment from the Agency
conce1ning a TV series. Hr. Helms explained that approximately 3
years ago he had discussed with Mr. Jack Valenti, president of
Hotion Pictures .sssociation of America (HPAAJ, the potential of
several books written by David St. John, a former Agency employee.
Hr. Helms thought these books gave a favorable impression of the Agency
and might be exploitable for the movies. Hr. Helms had heard nothing
further concerning this matter until several weeks ago when Hr.
1a1enti expressed an interest in the books. Hr. Helms said that on

.9 Hay 19?2 Hr. Valenti introduced him to Hr. Charles Bluhdorn,
chairman of the board of LPCHRIS, which owns Paramount Pictures, at a
showing of the ”Godfather" at HPAA headquarters. Hr. fielms related
that Hr. Bluhdorn did not raise the issue of the books by David
St. John nor say anything about a possible TV series on the Agency
although he could have easily done so. Hr. Helms said their con-
versatio.1 related principally to wine from the grapes grown in the

'Hapa valley. Ir. Hal: 5 said flatly that he had made- no commitment
to anyone regarding the possibility of a TV series on the Agency, and
as a matter of fact opposed presentation of a series on the Agency.

2. Hr. Davis was informed by Hr. Lukoskie of Hr. Helms‘ comments
at a meeting in Hr. Davis‘ office on 25 Hay. Hr. Davis sa1d that the
incorrect information given by Hr. Valenti to Hr. Biuhdorn was typical
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ef Hr. Valenti. Hr. Davis readily accepted the statement that Hr.
flaris and Parameunt Pictures have he cemmttaent {rem the Agency
regarding a T“ series and said that Mr. Helms belief that it
eulu be unwise te do a T1 series on the Agencv verified his

seinien as stated to Hr. Lukeskie en in flat

3. In respense to fit. Lukoskie's questien as to whether
fir. Davis intended to discuss this subject with Mr. Kerns ef the
DES effice in View of fit. Davis' belief that he had a commitment
:re: the Agency for a TV series from Mr. Kerns, Hr. Davis said
that he was going to let the entire matter drop.
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